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FOREWORD

 This course has been made
based on my own

experience and study into
these cultures. I am not in
any way suggesting that 

 this information is the be
all and end all, or the "right

way".
 

I hope these notes prove
useful in your own journey
in studying this music and

culture.

If you're reading this I just
want to say thanks for

downloading this free PDF
excerpt from my course

which was delivered in 2020.   
 

 This document contains the
preface of the block as well

as information on one of the
many styles covered in the

original course.
 

Special thanks to Cheryl
Blake for her beautiful

photos + Jo Schaab who does
my brand design.



part 1.

An introduction to

Pernambuco
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The state of Pernambuco is located on the North East coast and is roughly
the same size as Portugal.

The capital of the state is the
coastal city of Recife. It and it's
close neighbour Olinda were

extremely important cities in the
early days of Brazil as a

Portuguese colony, Recife being
the 2nd main city founded. Recife

is the 5th largest city in the
country and Olinda is a UNESCO
heritage site for it's architecture. 
The state of Pernambuco's land is

mostly rural and on the whole
becomes more arid the further

inland you go. It's a hot state year
round due to its proximity to the

equator.

About 20% of the population lives in rural communities and there is a big
wealth gap between rural and urban settlements. In 2010 the average

income for those living in Pernambucan cities was thought to be around
R$605.86 (roughly $100US) per month, whereas the average rural income

was R$201,58 (roughly $37US)

Having said that, the people who have resided in Pernambuco have been
responsible for an output of art and culture unlike any other state in the

country as so many different musical styles (and other art) has come from
there over the years. Looking at music alone, the styles this part of the

country is known for are: Maracatu (Nação + Rural), Frevo, Ciranda, Coco,
Cablocinho, Forró and Manguebeat. Not to mention it being another

homebase of Candomblé, Macumbas + Afoxés.



Rodas 

Roda is a term used across Brazil, it literally translates as "wheel" and it
refers to people being in a circle formation for some kind of event or

celebration. The styles I talk about in this chapter are quite simplistic and
different from one another, having said that the main similarity between

the two is that they are often practiced in Rodas.

Firstly we'll look at Coco. Coco is an African influenced style without a clear
origin story although theories include:

1) Angolans who brought their own traditions and merged it with
indigenous traditions (as normal as that is for a lot of Brazilian styles)
2)  Enslaved people who would break coconuts with rocks for their

masters.
 

The word Coco literally means "coconut" but it's a fairly common slang
term to mean "head". This is appropriate for the style of music as the

singers often improvise, therefore the lyrics are off the top of their head. It
is also referred to as "embolada", a slang term used for entangling which

also is referring to the nature of the lyrics. 

instrumentation

Pandeiro - Nylon or Hide head using traditional technique
Mineiro/Ganzá
Alfaia - usually played on its side on a chair, using both skins
Wooden sandals - to emphasise the palmas clapping.
Singers

Also sometimes:
Triangle
Ilu
Caixa
Reco-Reco (bamboo)

Coco



Coco is a joyful activity where people get together and play the infectious
rhythm, sing call and response type songs and improvise. It's sort of a

musical game where the objective is to outdo your friends or catch them
out.

Palmas /
Chinelos

Pandeiro

Alfaia (rest part)

Mineiro

These are good rest parts for the main instruments you'd find in a roda,
although the alfaia is free to improvise and plays the palmas rhythm a lot

on the side of the drum with ghost notes to drive the song. With
variations, solos and phrasings being playing on the skin.

 
The most common phrase in Coco is a bass note (played on Alfaia or
pandeiro) playing 4 quavers or 8th notes. This call is about either the

percussion starting or the song ending.



Coco as a style is greatly respected throughout Brazil and was primarily
popularised by Jackson Do Pandeiro (José Gomes Filho). José was

immensely popular and remains one of the most loved MPB artists of all
time. He used to say that everything came from the coco. He is still

referred to as "Rei do Ritmo" (king of rhythm) despite passing away in
1982 due to is iconic style of music which fused Forró and Samba with the
lyrical styles of Coco. He was a prolific composer and in his 25 year career

he released 28 records.

Another respected artist is Dona Selma do Coco who passed away at the
age of 79 in 2015. She had a difficult life until the 90s when her singing

became very popular, it became so popular that she ended up going from
a street vendor who would sing to touring the world performing in

prestigious venues like Lincoln Centre and various venues in New Orleans
for the jazz festival.

From my general analysis of many song lyrics, a lot of them are rooted in
working songs with rural themes and the work that is being done. Not
dissimilar to the Scottish tradition of Bothy Ballads but with an Afro-

Brazilian flavour. 



Now moving onto Ciranda. Ciranda is a music and dance style that can be
atributed to one very specific location in Brazil, Ilha de Itamaraca

(Itamaraca island). A small island around 25 miles North of Recife which
nowadays is home to about 26,000 people after some immense growth in

popularity, in 2007 the population was 16,000. It's a tropical island
connected to the mainland by a bridge over a saltwater canal, the

mainland side is covered in rainforest and the east side is all residential
areas

instrumentation
Bass Drum (usually a Zabumba)
Snare Drum
Singers
Triangle
Mineiro

Also sometimes:
Brass and Woodwind instruments
Rabeca (Brazilian fiddle)

What we don't quite know is exactly how old this tradition is. What we do
know is that it was created by the wives and families of fishermen who

would sing and dance awaiting their return. 

The songs are short, poetic and sung in a call and response fashion.

CIRANDA



Typical Ciranda rhythms

Bass
drum

Triangle

Mineiro

Caixa 

The Mineiro isn't play straight, it's played with the Nordeste swing like in
Coco and Maracatu. In relation to the caixa part above, there are many

other parts that can be used but this is the most famous one.

The most famous artist for this style is Lia de Itamaraca, Lia is an
international legend for representing this culture as well as writing and

playing other Brazilian styles such as Maracatu Nação, Maxixe, Samba etc.

Since the 00's Ciranda has become a popular rhythm in blocos using
samba instrumentation.



Songs from

 LIA DE ITAMARACA

Eu estava na beira da praia
Ouvindo as pancadas
Das águas do mar

Essa ciranda quem me deu foi Lia
Que mora na Ilha
De Itamaracá

I was on the shore
Listening to the strokes -
of the waters of the sea

This ciranda was given to me by Lia
Who lives on the island
of Itamraca

"Quem me deu foi Lia"

"Minha Ciranda"

Minha ciranda não é minha só
Ela é de todos nós
A melodia principal quem
Guia é a primeira voz

Pra se dançar ciranda
Juntamos mão com mão
Formando uma roda
Cantando uma canção

My Ciranda is not only mine
It is for all of us
The main melody who -
guides the first voice

To dance Ciranda
Together we join hand in hand
Forming a roda
Singing a song



Coco and Ciranda - notes for

further study

Coco artists

Dona Selma do Coco
Ze Neguinho do Coco
Dona Aurinha
Grupo Bongar
Coco Raizes de Arcoverde

Lia de Itamaraca
Seu Bezerra
Siba
Maciel Salu

Manchester's Juba do Leão have a Mixcloud account with good playlists for Coco
and Ciranda so you can hear more there and on my Spotify playlist for music
from Pernambuco.

Ciranda artists


